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PIXELS AND RESOLUTION

Knowing how a digital image actually works is really useful, because it helps you avoid common

mistakes.

Knowing the basic of pixels, bits, resolution, and colour models, help you solve real world

problems like – how big can I print a file and get away with it? How should I sharpen a print?

How do I move between CMYK and RGB most effectively?

So we’re just going to wiz through the basics of digital images, ending up in the strange land of

colour spaces, where we’re going to spend some real time.

Pixels - Greyscale

A pixel is a single dot of a single colour.

A bitmap digital image is made up of a grid of pixels.

To start simply, in a grey scale file, the value of that pixel indicates how bright it is, from:

0 - Black 

to

255 - White  

People think of these things as a theoretical black and white, but it's better to start thinking of

printing right from the start. Thus you might want to start thinking of these values as indicating

D-Max (maximum density), or maximum ink black, and D-Min or Paper White (the colour of your

printed medium with absolutely no ink on it).

Dynamic Range and Clipping

So, this is the tonal range we actually have to work with – we obviously can’t print anything

darker than maximum ink black (determined by the machine, media and inkset we use), and

we can’t print anything lighter than paper white (determined by the type of media we choose).

But we are free to roam within those boundaries, completely as we see fit. Indeed we need to

roam within these boundaries, and right up to the fence - or we will get dull, lifeless prints

lacking the full tonal range. But we really need to be careful stepping out of these boundaries.

Because over the fence bad things live.

While I’ve asked you to start thinking of the boundaries as ink black and paper white, it’s

important to remember that this isn’t necessarily the case – it’s only the case if our output

medium is a print. If your final output medium is a monitor, then 0 and 255 are simply the

blackest black and brightest white the screen can reproduce. The distance from black to white

in any system is referred to as the contrast rangecontrast range or dynamic rangedynamic range of the system – i.e. the

range of brightness levels a system can reproduce.

If we don’t get close to these boundaries, we won’t be taking advantage of the previously
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mentioned pathetically small amount of contrast (dynamic range) available to us, and that is

bad because our prints will be flat and muddy looking, but if we step outside of those

boundaries (called clipping), we’re going to be in very big trouble because we’re going to run

out of detail and start committing some of the cardinal sins of printing - burned out highlights

or shadows without detail.

When we’re manipulating tonality in our images, be it with levels, curves, or any other tool, it’s

very important that we make sure we are using the complete dynamic range we can (in general,

occasionally you may deliberately want to keep your images within a narrow contrast range for

effect), and the Threshold View in Photoshop is a really handy tool for this. You’ve probably seen

this before, but just in case you haven’t, here’s the scientific way to determine the black and

white point in your photograph, thus maximising your images use of the available dynamic

range.

The image that follows is, at the moment, flat and lifeless, and the histogram for the image

shows us why – the tonality is compressed and we’re not taking full advantage of the available

dynamic range available to us. This can be seen because there are no pixels at either end of the

tonal scale, that is, no pixels have values below about level 17 and above level 237. This is a typical

example of a ‘raw’ scan you would get back from a high quality scanning lab (like Image

Science!) – it is deliberately scanned in an unclipped form, so that maximum detail is obtained

from the sensor.

GOOD - RAW SCAN

A typical lab scan will try and make the image ‘more appealing’ on screen, because it will be

done by a scanning operator with very little training – this is what you will get back from a
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typical lab:

BAD - CLIPPED SCAN

You can see from the histogram that the image has been clipped – and the resultant image is

way too high in contrast – printable detail in both the shadows and the highlights has been lost

(e.g. the hair is now a black blob on the girl’s head).

So, starting with the first image which has all the detail from the original capture, rather than

the second which is irreparably damaged, we now use the threshold view in levels to

scientifically determine the black and white points.

Open levels. Now, while holding down the ALT key (option on a Mac), drag the black slider to the

right – the image will go completely white at first, and then as you drag the slider to the right

you will see some pixels change colour. Those pixels that are changing colour are clipping in

that channel (i.e. they will be set to (0,something, something). When the pixels go completely

white, they are clipping in all three channels (ie are set permanently to

0,0,0 

– maximum black).

Exactly where you want to set the black point is up to you – if you are trying to achieve

maximum black in areas (e.g. an image with a totally black background) then this process can

be used to set those pixels to absolute maximum black, so that when printed there will be no

chance of weak, muddy blacks. However for most images, we generally only want the very

darkest of pixels to print as max black, and to have detail in the image wherever possible, so we
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tend to set the black point to the value just on where the first pixels change colour:

SETTING THE BLACK POINT
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Here I am allowing the very darkest areas of her to go pure black.

Next, we do the same for the white point – hold down ALT (option) while dragging the white

point slider to see where the threshold view lies – remember, any pixels that turn white will be

permanently set to 255 (ie paper white)
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SETTING THE WHITE POINT

Here, I am deliberately allowing a few of the specular highlights off the girl’s top to be set to
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pure white. In images without specular highlights, I would set the white point to the level just

before ANY pixels turn white. These highlights are deliberately specular (i.e. have no detail) and

small – otherwise we would want their value to remain below 255 (i.e. paper white).

The result of this process is an image with appropriate contrast - making full use of the dynamic

range available to us, but still with detail across the entire file (the histogram proves the details

are there!). The histogram runs all the way from 0 to 255. The little lump at the far right of the

histogram are the specular highlights we have set to 255.

THE PROPERLY PREPARED IMAGE

RULE NUMBER ONE

So, we’ve looked at how to stretch the tonality of an image across the full tonal range to take

advantage of what little contrast range we’ve got available to us. The reason we use the

threshold view is because it explicitly tells us which pixels we’re going to clip. Clipping is when

we cause values in our file to rise above or fall below the threshold – that is, they are

(permanently) set to 0 or 255. 0, as we know, is maximum black, and it isn’t necessarily a big

problem, but it does mean we’ve lost any printable detail in those pixels. 255 is paper white, and

this means, in reality, that we’ll be sending a signal to the printer to not lay down any ink at all

for those pixels. This is bad, and it leads us directly to the first rule of printing…

Here’s the First Rule (and remember, every rule has an exception, and these rules are more like

guidelines, but this first one is pretty much set in stone!):
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Rule Number One

It’s ugly, it stands out like a sore thumb and anyone who tells you different is blind or wrong.

Printing paper white in your print area is the number one thing that will make your prints look

dodgy and amateur. Printing paper white in your print joins your image with the world outside

your print. It defeats the fundamental goal of a fine print – that of capturing and holding the

eyes attention.

Exceptions to Rule Number One

Specular highlights (tiny reflections, like those on the edges of metal), are ok to print as paper

white. Even then, only if they are very small (like 0.5mm or less) and there aren’t thousands of

them. Also, when you're doing cut outs of objects (e.g. in a brochure) - it's ok to pop those on

pure paper white, of course. Rule number one is about highlights within the boundaries of your

image.

Addendum to Rule Number One – About Blacks

Printing full ink black, on the other hand, is often very necessary. Without it your blacks will look

weak and grey. But printing too much of it is fatiguing (and dull) to the eye. Unless you’re doing

a commercial type shot on a completely black background, be wary of large, detail-less areas in

a print. Black paper doesn’t have much of a story to tell.

Resolution

We’ve talked about individual pixels, but a single pixel on its own is no good to us. We need

millions of them all squished together to make a decent image.

A complete grey-scale digital image is thus made up of a grid of pixels:

Never, ever, print paper white in your print.


